Twos Lesson Plan for April 27-May 8, 2020
Theme: Insects & Bugs, Letters: g/o/h, number: 7, Color: yellow, Shape: oval
Cognitive
• Cutting practice; cut on line to
butterfly STOP
• Caterpillar rainbow dough
activity; put beads on correct
color
• Match bug letter learned to the
letter on the rug

Goals: Learn to match letters
learned and the sounds, practice
cutting, and review colors
through visual games.

Language
• Very Hungry Caterpillar story
re-telling by putting foods
eaten on a green ribbon
• Picnic prop box; add blanket,
basket, paper plates and food

• Insect inspection using a
magnifying glass

Goals: Becoming familiar with
bugs by using visuals to help us
better understand.

Fine Motor
• Fly swatting painting
• Push bugs into play dough; make
fossils
• Bug pattern block activity

Goals: Develop hand-eye
coordination, visual acuity, gross
motor skills and the ability to
focus.

Large Motor
• Flight of the Bumble Bee; fly like
bees; play musical chairs

• Parachute your bugs; watch them
fly!

• Obstacle course; find the bugs

Goals: To increase our physical
abilities by moving our bodies
and learning new ways to stay
active. Practice following
directions.

Social
• Choose a book that goes with the
theme; have children re-tell
story
• Bug twins; have each child add a
part to the bug; what will it look
like?
• Group spider web using yarn

Goals: Learning about bugs by
playing fun games and learning
about what bugs do.

Practical Life
• Sweep up bugs; transfer to a
container
• Butterfly lacing cards; learning
how to sew
• Feed the bugs activity

Sensorial
• Bug sensory bin; add bugs,
sand and spoons; hide bugs

• Make a bug’s house using sticks,
leaves, marbles, rocks and play
dough; add bugs
• Caterpillar sensory bin; add peas
and curly noodles (caterpillars)

Goals: Learn about bugs by
making different kinds of sensory
bins and using the items to
better understand bugs.

Music/ Art
• Hand print spider
• Bee craft out of a paper plate
* Egg carton bug; paint; add
googly eyes and pom-poms

Review:
Washing hands
Goals: Develop practical life skills
that will help us later in life by
doing fun activities that we can
do by ourselves.

Goals: To expand creativity using
different materials. To listen to
directions and follow them.
Explore the world around us.

